BEST APPAREL FOR
THE FOOD SERVICE INDUSTRY
From large-scale chains to the local coffee shop,
it’s hard to get through a day without visiting some
type of establishment in the food, beverage, or
restaurant market. Let us help you provide a unique
opportunity to impress patrons with a professional
merchandise assortment. Our collections feature
top service-inspired styles including polos, buttondowns, t-shirts and pullovers for point-of-salethemed staff uniforms and store promotions.

POPULAR SOLUTIONS FOR:
Staff Uniforms
Customer Merchandise
Fundraising
Special Events

SUGGESTED DECO METHODS:
Standard Embroidery
Digital Printing
Laser Appliqué
Screen Print

BRANDING DELIVERED
RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR

BEST APPAREL FOR
THE FOOD SERVICE INDUSTRY

2600 M | 2601 W VANSPORT OMEGA TECH POLO - 21 COLORS

2100 M | 2101 W SOFT-BLEND PIQUE POLO - 16 COLORS

Our best-selling, moisture-wicking golf shirt is specially engineered to
resist snags and pulls, with a lighter and smoother hand.

Cotton-rich for comfort and specially engineered to keep its appearance after
repeated washings. Easy-care double-tuck pique with a no-curl rib-knit collar.

1880 M | 1881 W VANSPORT PRO MAUI SHIRT - 3 COLORS

8060 M | 8061 W VANSPORT PLANET POLO - 4 COLORS

Give off a vacation vibe with this tonal palm-print, camp-style polo. A trendy twist on
a Hawaiian shirt with UV protection, moisture wicking and antimicrobial properties

Made with comfortable, high-quality Repreve recycled polyester, keeping
plastic bottles from landfills and oceans. Heather jersey, moisture wicking.

1100 M | 1101 W BLENDED POPLIN SHIRT - 4 COLORS

1205 M | 1206 W VANSPORT WICKED WOVEN - 7 COLORS

A professional choice for outfitting your staff, this value-priced buttondown shirt resists wrinkling and won’t fade after repeated laundering.

An upgraded dress shirt designed with breathable, moisture-wicking
fabric to keep you cool and comfortable all day.

BEST APPAREL FOR
THE FOOD SERVICE INDUSTRY

1977 M | 1978 W HUDSON DENIM SHIRT - 2 COLORS

8062 M | 8063 W VANSPORT TREK HOODIE - 4 COLORS

Perfect for everyday wear in any climate, our lightweight Hudson
denim shirt has a worn-in feel, modern look and sleek fit.

The eco-wise choice for outdoor enthusiasts. Each Trek accounts for the
recycling of plastic bottles.

7162 M | 7163 W CLUB JACKET - 6 COLORS

NLEV3600 NEXT LEVEL COTTON CREWNECK TEE - 9 COLORS

Contrasting elements give the Club wind jacket an urban edge. 100% polyester,
micro-poplin, water-repellent finish, Zocket™ that folds into self-pouch.

100% combed ring-spun cotton. 4.3 oz. , 1 X 1 baby rib collar, even hem
sleeves and bottom hem.

GILD6400 | GILD6400L GILDAN ® SOFTSTYLE® T-SHIRT - 11 COLORS
This lighter-weight t-shirt is soft enough to feel like an old favorite, but has a new
modern fit and stylish spec.

0725 TRUCKER CAP - 4 COLORS

0181 KNIT BEANIE - 3 COLORS

Take your turn at customizing a pop
culture favorite that was born to brand.
100% cotton twill at front panels, 100%
polyester white mesh at back panels.

Our new edgy beanie cap features
fashion stripe detail and a longer
length for slouchier style or fold-over
options.

